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Introduction

The aim of the challenge was to launch a pilot to solve robotization challenge for automation a part
of the packing line of the tomato production. There were three different tasks that needed to be
automated.
•

Packing of the single tomatoes into the cardboard boxes that are to be delivered to the
stores. The process includes also the weighting of the box and adjusting the amount of
tomatoes in the box to the nearest target limit by adding or removing tomatoes.

•

Packing the tomato truss into small 1st class cardboard box without touching the tomato
itself. The truss contains from 5 to 6 tomatoes depending on the weight of the truss and the
packing system need to learn to recognize and estimate the truss that can be packed. In
some cases, also the removal of a single tomato from the truss can be accepted in order to
reach the target weight.

•

Packing of the smaller 1st class boxes into the larger cardboard boxes for the delivery. Each
cardboard box contains six of the smaller 1st class boxes and each of the smaller boxes need
to be packed their front side up so that tomatoes can be seen the window of the box.

The tomato farm of Agrifutura Oy locates in Pori plants and packs high-quality tomato trusses. The
product of the farm is provided to market systems in Finland. The classifying and packing tomato
trusses stage in the production is currently handled by the workers of the Agrifutura Oy. The main
purpose of this project is to build an automatic system to partially or fully replace the work of
humans in this stage. The system is required to have the ability to identify the disqualified tomatoes
in the trusses and remove those tomatoes for quality assurance. Besides, the system is expected to
be able to ensure the weight of outcome packages is closed to 500g as much as possible. It means
the system can remove the tomatoes if the trusses are overweight or discard the tomato trusses if
it is not heavy enough.
The computer programming section in chapter 2 reports about the methods and algorithms used to
process the tomato trusses by their taken images. The devices and components used in the system
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are mentioned in chapter 3. It introduces the specifications and features of the devices as well as
the purpose of the components in the system. Chapter 4 describes the implementation as well as
the setup of the system. Additionally, an overview of the functionality of the system as well as the
cooperation between the computer program and the robot is shown. Finally, chapter 5 is about the
result of the project development. The reliability of each function in the system is evaluated, and
the improvement solutions in the future are also mentioned.

2

Computer Programming

2.1 Detect functions

2.1.1 Yolo (You Only Look Once)
There are three detect functions in the process, which are tomato detection, defects on tomato
detection, and pedicel detection. All three detect functions are using YOLO (You Only Look Once) as
an Object Detection method. YOLO is a model of Convolution neural network (CNN) functions as a
tool to detect, identify and classify objects. The input of the model is an image. The model detects
the objects in the image and identifies the locations of those objects in the image.
The original image is divided into S x S grids. With the input is an image, the output of the model is
a 3D matrix S x S x (5 x N + M), within the parameter of each grid is (5 x N + M), within N is the
amount of bounding boxes and M is the number of classes that the model needs to predict. The
prediction of each bound box includes five components: (x, y, w, h, prediction) within (x, y) is
coordinate of the center of the bounding box; (w, h) are respectively the width and the height of
the bounding box. Prediction parameter in the output is defined as Pr(Object) x IOU(pred, truth),
within Pr(Object) dedicates whether the grid contains the object or not, and IOU (Intersection Over
Union) is the function that evaluates the precision of the object detector based on a group of
particular data. IOU is the division of the Overlap area and Union area of the predicted bounding
box and growth-truth bounding box. If the IOU is less than 0.5, the prediction is evaluated as
qualified.[1]
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2.1.2 Tomato detect and qualify function
As mentioned in the introduction, the function of the classify station is to detect the disqualified
tomato in the truss and remove them. The "tomato detect and qualify" function in this system is
developing the Low-cost tomato classification based on the machine learning project of Fabian
Gerock. The project researched real-time tomato detection methods. The author did experiments
to discover the most effective methods in real-time tomato detection by rating scores of the
reliability, speed, expandability, and feasibility of the methods. The project concludes that the
yolov3-tiny Neural network achieved the highest score in tomato detection. The yolov3-tiny neural
network is trained to recognise tomatoes in a picture by using the Open Image Dataset. It contains
1283 pictures of tomatoes and a label text file for each picture to defines the dimensions and
positions of the bounding boxes.[2]
Additionally, the Low-cost tomato classification is based on machine learning project research to
figure out the best method for classifying tomatoes. The method with the best rating efficiency
score is detecting defects with a separate neural network. This method uses another neural network
model to detect the defects in the original picture; the classification is the combination of 2 results
of the tomato detection model and defect detection model.
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Figure 1: The output of the Tomato detect and classify function (source: own figure).
The output of the tomato detect and classify function is illustrated in the figure 1. The green
bounding boxes dedicate to qualified tomatoes; conversely, the disqualified tomatoes are identified
by red bounding boxes. The white boxes are the defects detected by the model. Each disqualified
tomato has at least one defect inside its bounding box. Besides the visual output, the function
outputs the lists contain location information of qualified and disqualified tomatoes in the image.
These lists are the data to process in the following stages.

2.1.3 Pedicel detect function
The system has abilities to remove the tomatoes from the truss in the classify station as well as the
weight station. In order to identify the cutting point for the pruner attached to the robot in order to
process, a "pedicel detect" function was developed. The yolov3 model is used in the selected
method to detect the pedicel in the single-tomato images of the need-to-be-cut tomatoes cropped
out of the tomato-truss images.
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For the purpose of generating the dataset for training, about 500 images of tomato truss were
selected in 1000 images taken in tomato farm of Agrifutura Oy. Then, the "tomato detect" function
was applied on 500 tomato-truss images to crop out over 2000 single-tomato images. These 2000
single-tomato images are the dataset of the model training.
The program LabelImg was used to draw the bounding boxes and labeling the training images. [ref]
The model was trained on Google Colab, which is a tool to train and run models on the cloud
provided by Google.
The testing images for the pedicel detect model were generated by applying the "tomato detect"
function on the other 500 images in 1000 images provided by Agrifutura Oy. As a result, the
precision of the pedicel detecting model for the one-time detection was about 70%. For improving
the reliability of the function, the single-tomato image is rotated clockwise, counter-clock, flipped
horizontal, vertical until the system detects the pedicel in the single-tomato image. Although this
method cost about ten more seconds to detect the pedicel overall, the precision of the "pedicel
detect" function increases to 95% in the test.

Figure 2: The output of the pedicel detect function (source: own figure)
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The figure2 demonstrated the output of the pedicel detect function. Additionally, the function
outputs the frame coordinate in the single-tomato crop of the pedicel detected. The frame
coordinate in the original image is calculated based on the frame coordinate in the cropped image.

2.2 Positioning
The output of the detect functions is the picture-frame coordinates of the object. Then, a method
is applied to convert that frame coordinates to the coordinates of the robot. The calibrating tool is
attached to the camera on the robot arm. The TCP (tool center point) of the calibrating tool is set to
identify the relationship between the position of the calibrating tool and the robot. In the calibrating
phase of the system setup, the tool identifies the robot coordinate values of some specific reference
points in the camera frame. Based on these coordinates of the reference points, the CP can convert
the camera picture frame coordinates to robot coordinates.

2.3 Read weight function

2.3.1 Scale and connection
In the weighing station, a third-party scale is used to weigh the tomato truss. The scale was chosen
for the weighting function is the Dymo M5 scale. The most significant advantage of the scale
compared to several scales in the market is the direct USB connection to the computer so that the
weight value of the scale can be read by the python script in the CP.

2.3.2 HID in pywinusd librabry
Python package Pywinusb is used to read the serial signal from the scale. This package provides a
simple way to read the serial signal from the HID devices. The reading weight function of the CP is
the adjustment of the example script on the official GitHub account of the author.
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2.4 Communicate function
The purpose of the system is to process the captured images of the tomato truss by the CP and
control the robot to handle the truss based on the output of the program. So that, the
communication between the robot and CP is a significant aspect of the system.

2.4.1 Socket python module
SOCKET is the python module that provides access to the BSD socket interface. The module is
available on Windows 10 OS. The socket module is imported to the CP to define and establish a
connection between the computer and the robot via their ethernet ports. The connection is
established that the computer is the Host and the robot is the client.

2.4.2 Receive signal
The CP receives signals from the robot to start the tomato classifying or weighting process. After
the initialization, the CP waits for the signal to start qualifying. The robot finishes the movement of
grasping tomato truss to the classifying station, then sends the signal to the computer to start the
classifying process. Similarly, after the qualifying process, the CP waits for the signal from the robot
to start the weighting process. The socket is opened during the communication process; it is closed
right after the program receives the signal from the robot and the return of the communication
function is True.

2.4.3 Send signal
At the end of the qualifying process, the CP sends signals contains information about the number of
tomatoes to cut and the cutting coordinates. With the number of tomatoes to cut is 0, the
communication process is over, and the system continues to the following process. In case of the
number of tomatoes to cut is above 1, the CP sends cutting coordinates to the robot to proceed
with the cutting movement. Then, the communication process is finished. In the case that the
tomato truss is not heavy enough to procees the packing, the program sends signal that indicates
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the truss is underweight. The communication is closed, and the robot removes the tomato truss to
a different product line.

3

Components

3.1 Universal Robot
Universal Robots is the leading manufacturer when it comes to robotic arms that interact with
humans, also called Cobots. The robotic arm is provided with 6 Axis and is, therefore, able to get
into almost every position.
The UR5 Series is the most versatile cobot of the danish manufacturer Universal Robots with an
operating range of 850mm and a footprint of 149mm. Due to the outstanding payload of 5kg and a
repeatability of +/- 0,1mm or +/- 0,03mm (depends on version), the robotic Arm by Universal Robots
is very suitable even for complex areas of application in both the industrial and educational field.
Technical data
•

Working range: 850mm

•

Payload: 5kg

•

Repeatability: +/- 0,1mm or +/- 0,03mm

•

Movement speed: 1m/s

•

Controller: CB3/CB5 & 12" Polyscope control panel

•

Power consumption: Average 150 / 200W (depends on version)
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Figure 3: Universal Robot arm UR5 [5]
The selected Universal Robot plays the most crucial role in this project, replacing the presence of
humans in repeating processes. By adding suitable tools like tool adapter, soft gripper, pruner, the
robot not only has the flexibility to perform these tasks but also has the ideal work range and
payload in the workstation.

3.2 Raspberry Pi
The Raspberry Pi 4 is the most powerful and feature-rich Raspberry Pi to be released, an incredible
improvement on previous boards.
The latest model of our favorite single-board computer includes great new headline features such
as dual 4K (yes 4K!) displays, super-fast USB 3.0, Gigabit Ethernet, and budget-accommodating RAM
options.
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In terms of computing power, the Raspberry Pi 4 ships with a new 1.5GHz Quad-core CPU – the
fastest we have ever seen on a Raspberry Pi, offering around a 3x improvement in performance over
the previous model! Backing up that processing power is up to a whopping 8GB of faster LPDDR4
RAM – the Raspberry Pi 4 comes in 2GB, 4GB, and 8GB options. With this new level of hardware,
the Raspberry Pi 4 truly is a viable dual-display desktop computer.
The improved performance also makes the Raspberry Pi 4 the perfect candidate for a media center,
NAS, server, gaming emulator, and many other resource-intensive applications.

Figure 4: Raspberry Pi 4 [7]
The Raspberry Pi 4 model B acts as a "brain" of weighting and visualization processes, powering the
Intel Realsense Camera and Dymo scale. First, it processes the camera and scale data to determine
whether the tomato truss is qualified or not, then sends commands to Universal Robot to complete
the tasks.
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3.3 Soft Robotics Gripper
The mGrip modular gripping system is a suite of configurable gripper and controller products that
enables reliable, high-speed picking of traditionally hard-to-grasp items in the food processing and
consumer packaged goods industries. It enables the robot to adaptively handle objects of varying
size, shape, and weight with a single easy-to-use device, eliminating the need for tool changes and
complex vision requirements.

3.3.1 Soft Robotics control unit- mini (SRCU-mini)
The SRCU-mini has a small footprint and is DIN-rail mountable, designed to fit inside the existing
control cabinet of a robot, while still offering repeatable and reliable high-speed control with
millisecond precision.

Figure 5: Soft Robotics control unit [9]

3.3.2 Soft Gripper mGrip
mGrip’s adaptability allows Robot to pick challenging products on virtually any robot type reliably.
One gripper can be used to pick multiple SKUs.
With an IP69K rating, food-grade materials, and sanitary design elements make mGrip an excellent
choice for food manufacturing.
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Figure 6: Soft Gripper mGrip [9]

3.3.3 SMC digital regulator ITV-2030
Series ITV electro-pneumatic and electronic vacuum regulators control air/vacuum pressure
steplessly in proportion to an electric signal. They are lightweight in design with a bright and easyto-read LED display. The monitor output is available either as analog output or switch output. The
ITV series is IP65 equivalent.
Feature:
•

Controls air pressure in proportion to an electric signal.

•

Available in MPa, kgf/cm?, bar, PSI, and kPa units.

•

Pressure range of 0.005 to 0.9MPa.

•

Available port sizes 1/4 and 3/8.

•

Mounting bracket option
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Figure 7: Pneumatic diagram of the gripper system [8]

3.4 Camera
The Intel RealSense Depth Camera D435 is a USB-powered depth camera and features a pair of
depth sensors, an RGB sensor, and an infrared projector. It can extract 3d information from a scene
to let developers add 3D depth to robotics navigation, object recognition, and other applications.
The D435 is an indoor/outdoor solution designed to best fit applications such as robotic navigation
and object recognition. It has a wide field of view, and a global shutter combination that offers
accurate depth perception when an object is moving, or a device is in motion, and it covers more
area, minimizing blind spots. In addition, the global shutter sensors provide great low‑light
sensitivity allowing robots to navigate spaces with the lights off.

Figure 8: Intel realsense D435i camera [10]
Features :
•

Ideal range : 0.3m to 3m

•

Depth output resolution : up to 1280 x 720

•

Depth accuracy : <2% at 2m
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Depth frame rate : up to 90 fps

•

RGB frame resolution : 1920 x 1080

•

RGB frame rate : 30 fps
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3.5 Scale
The DYMO M5 Digital Postal Scale weighs envelopes and packages up to 5 lbs (2.2 kg) without a Post
Office or mailroom trip. Conveniences include a hold feature that locks weight display for ten
seconds when the screen is obscured by a more oversized item, a tare function for accurately
weighing items in a container, an automatic shut-off that prolongs battery life and an LCD screen
that displays the weight in easy-to-read digital format – in lbs/oz or kg/g. As a result, the M5 Digital
Postal Scale fits on the busiest desk or stores neatly in most desk drawers.

Figure 9: The scale [11]
Feature:
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USB-connection

•

Digital display for easy reading

•

Consistent accuracy

•

Small Footprint

•

Automatic Shut-Off
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3.6 Pruner

3.6.1 Tomato pruning scissors
Manual hand pruner to cut out defective/bad quality tomatoes in the classifying process.

Figure 10: Manual pruner (source: own figure)

3.6.2 Pneumatic cylinder
The series CU free mount cylinder saves space and allows direct and precise mounting. It is available
in 6mm to 32mm bore sizes with stroke lengths up to 50mm. Options include auto-switch
capabilities, free mount choices, recessed switch mounting grooves, non-rotating rod, double rod,
single and double acting, and rubber bumpers standard.
Feature:
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Bore sizes : 16mm

•

Stroke lengths : 30mm

•

Any surfaces can be used for mounting

•

Space saving

•

Auto-switch capability
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Figure 11: Hydraulic cylinder [12]

3.7 Solenoid valve
A solenoid valve from Festo, using to communicate with Universal Robot and act as a controller of
the pruner. When reveiving command from the robot, solenoid valve control the pressured air flow
into the cylinder to operate the extend or retract action.
•

Type : 5/2 Way Double Solenoid Valve

•

Voltage: 24 Vdc
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Figure 12: Solenoid to control the pneumatic cylinder (source: own figure)

3.8 Adapter
Mounting at the end-of-arm, it enables Universal Robot to use various toolset without a tool
changing work station, reducing working cycle time and increasing productivity.
The tool adapter has a flange to connect to the end of the robot arm and three positions for
mounting up to three end-effector ( a soft gripper mGrip, a Pruner, and a camera).
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Figure 13: The main tool adapter (source: own figure)

4

Implementation

4.1 Technical set up
All the hardware which is used in this project is introduced in chapter 3. The Universal Robot is
positioned right at the workstation, next to the table.
The tool adapter is attached to the end-of-arm of UR. Then tools are fixated on each tool position
of the adapter. Also, long pneumatic tubes connect to the tools (gripper, hydraulic cylinder),
providing pressured air from the compressor.
The camera is mounted right at the center of the tool flange to avoid hitting obstacles when
operating and having enough light and the best point of view of the tomato truss.
The Intel Realsense Camera and digital scale are powered by PC/Raspberry through USB cables,
while other electronic components are connected to Universal Robot Controller. The appendix
shows the overview of the whole setup.
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Figure 14: The set up of the system (source: own figure)
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4.2 Robot processes

4.2.1 Picking tomato trusses

Figure 15: Gripping process of robot arm (source: own figure)
Tomato trusses are delivered on a conveyor to the picking location where the robot can reach and
transports them to the following station. When the infrared sensor is ON, the robot starts
approaching the truss, using the mGrip to grasp it and deliver it to the classify station.

4.2.2 Camera processing
Changing the UR tool to the camera and position it above the truss before starting the classification
process. Once the setup is done, Robot sends commands to Raspi to start the visualization process
( detect tomatoes, defects, rotten tomatoes, pedicels). After that, the bad-quality tomatoes are cut
out from the truss.
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Figure 16: Camera detecting position (source: own figure)

4.2.3 Weighting
The robot receives weighting data from the scale. The tomato truss must weigh more than 500
grams in order to be packaged into the box. For the best economic purpose, the visualization system
will decide which tomatoes to be cut out if there are too many tomatoes.
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Figure 17: Weighting tomato truss (source: own figure)

4.2.4 Cutting
If tomatoes need to be cut out, the visualization system locates the position of the pedicels and
sends the coordinate to the robot. Then, the UR changes tool to pruner and moves to the position
received. Finally, the cutting action is operated by extending and retracting the cylinder.
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Figure 18: Cutting process (source: own figure)

4.2.5 Packing
Once the cutting process is finished, the tomato truss is now ready for the final process. UR switches
to soft gripper mGrip to pick and place tomato truss precisely into the carton box and transport it
out.
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Figure 19: The gripper put the tomato truss to the box (source: own figure)

5

Result

This chapter evaluates the functions of the system. Particularly, every aspect that meets the
requirement and does not meet the requirement is mentioned in this section. The project is
successfully built a fully automated system. The system was programmed, and the processes were
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arranged to execute all the tasks automatically. The functions in the CP and the processes of the
robot cooperate in proceeding without any interference of humans except the start button. The
communication of the CP and the robot is another function of the system that works as well as
expected. The connection is automatically established right after the previous process is done, not
sooner nor later that. This communication can work smoothly without time calculation in starting
the CP and robot program.
About the detection functions used in the system, the "tomato detect" and "pedicel detection"
functions are the other strengths of the system. The detection rate of these functions is all over
90%; particularly, "tomato detect" function has a 91% successful rate, pedicel detect function has a
95% rating. There are still some aspects of these functions that need to be improved. For the tomato
detection function, the green tomatoes have lower detection rates lower than the red ones
significantly. To fix this problem, a data set of green tomatoes need to be added to the training data
of the tomato detect model. Besides, the "pedicel detect" function is using a back-to-back detection
algorithm which increases the detection time despite the significant improvement of the success
rate. The "tomato classify" function of CP is considered as the function that needs to be developed.
When the report is finished, the "tomato classify" function can identify the disqualified tomatoes
only by detecting the defects on the surface of the tomato. The capability to qualify the tomatoes
by their color is missing. It needed to be developed and added to the "classify function" in the future
to improve the classification ability of the CP.
Although most of the mechanical aspect of the system works well, there are still some processes
require improvement. The tool head of the robot is quite bulky that affects the movement and
safety aspect. The goal to remade a neat adapter of the tool and find another suitable pruner is
considered as the solution. The other mechanism aspect that works not as well as expect is the
method to remove the cut tomatoes from the truss. Besides, the accuracy of the cutting position
does not meet the requirement yet.
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